
Contact your CDW representative  
for more information

Nasuni Jump Start helps you move your file storage and backup to the cloud with a simple, fast, and low-cost approach included remote 
onboarding services, implementation, and migration assist. Our Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platform was built for the cloud and is the 
only solution that couples a global file system with cloud object storage and cloud-based orchestration, saving you up to 50% or more. The 
combination of Nasuni with Azure, Amazon Web Services, or Google Cloud gives you unlimited file server capacity on-demand, with built-in 
backup and Disaster Recovery (DR) and Rapid Ransom Recovery, and file sharing across any number of user and locations. Nasuni uses 
cloud object storage to lower costs and deliver unlimited scalability to your enterprise, whether it consists of one site or hundreds.

Nasuni Jump Start for these Use Cases

What’s Included

 AT A GLANCE 

Key Benefits

Simplicity at Scale
Unlimited file sharing capacity on-demand, built-in backup and 
DR, and file access for multiple sites - all managed through 
a single console – and accessed the same way you already 
access your files today.

Speed at Scale
Access and share files globally with fast local performance -  
now even further accelerated with intelligent data propagation 
based on machine-learned usage patterns. Gain instant access  
to unlimited previous versions of files so you can recover and  
get back to business quickly. 

Savings at Scale
Reduce storage costs up to 50% or more and file and 
storage infrastructure footprint by up to 90%.  Eliminate  
the need for legacy file servers, NAS, backup, DR, and file 
transfer with a modern, cost-effective solution based on cloud 
object storage. Pay only for what you need with an annual 
subscription for usable capacity with no additional costs for 
snapshots or DR, and no charge for edge appliance VMs.

Enterprise File Storage Jump Start

Partnerships with the Cloud Leaders

Nasuni licensing for 30 TB Capacity (required object storage 
sold separately)

Built-in backup to immutable cloud storage; unlimited 
snapshots; DR in 15 mins

Rapid Ransomware Recovery (1 million files < 1min)

Yearly subscription business model (OpEx)

Fast file sharing and synchronization across unlimited locations

Standard Nasuni Customer Support 

Nasuni Remote Onboarding Services ($12.5k Value)

Remote Implementation

Remote Migration Assist

Cloud Modernization
move files to Azure, AWS, or Google for modern  
file storage and protection

Ransomware Resiliency 
recover millions of files in minutes, don’t pay the ransom

Primary File Storage
replace legacy file servers and NAS with unlimited scalability

Trusted by the World’s Biggest Companies


